QUICK GUIDE

How to find the Correct Serial Number
For Product Warranty Registration
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1. Finding the Serial Number on Leica Supplied Documentation

The serial number may be found on the delivery note which is included the product shipment. If you still have the original factory packaging, you will find the serial number on the product label affixed to the outside of the packaging.

2. Compound Microscopes

2.1 Upright Microscopes

You can find the identification label on the back of the device.

You can find the identification label on the back of the device.

Serial number is on the left side below the model field.

2.2 Inverted Microscopes

You can find the identification label on the right side of the device (DMI8).

On the DMI1 it is located at the back.

Serial number is on the left side below the model field.
2.3 Comparison Microscopes

You can find the identification label on the front of the stand of the device.  
The serial number is next to the barcode.
3. Stereo & Digital Microscopes

3.1 EZ-, A-, S-Series

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EZ-Series</th>
<th>A-Series</th>
<th>S-Series</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

On EZ-Series it is under the device. Serial number is located under the name of microscope.

You can find the identification label on the back side of the device (A- & S-Series). Serial number is located under the name of microscope.
3.2 M-Series

You can find the identification label on the back of the Optics Carrier, which must be dismounted (M205), or the binocular tube must be dismounted (for example M50). Serial number is one the left side, below the product number.

3.3 Z-Series

The label with the serial number is located next to the mount for the lens. It is helpful to remove the Optics carrier.
## 3.4 DMS-Series

You can find the identification label on the back side of the device.

Serial number is next to the identification label.

## 3.5 DVM6

The identification label is located on the back of the device.

You can find the serial number below the product number field.
4. Digital Cameras

You can find the serial number next to connections for the cables. You can find the serial number below the product number field.
5. Confocal Microscopes

Remark: STELLARIS 5, 8 or SP8, the serial number can be found in the same place, see instruction below.

Following examples present the serial number structure for the specific device.

**SP8:** 81XXXXXXX  
** STELLARIS 5:** 82XXXXXXX  
** STELLARIS 8:** 83XXXXXXX

The identification label is located on the back of the scan head of the device.

You can find the serial number below the product number field.
## 6. Medical Microscopes

### 6.1 Optics Carrier

You can find the identification label on the bottom of the optic carrier. On the M720 you need to remove the back cover or assistant tube to get access. On the M320/M220 the identification label is on the top located. Therefore, you need to remove the tube first.

### 6.2 Leica Floorstand F12/F20/F40 (Stand Only)

You can find the F12 identification label on the base. For the F20/F40 it is located on the column.
6.3 Leica Floorstand F50/PROvido (Stand Only)

You can find the identification label F50/PROvido on the bottom of the swing arm housing.

On the PROvido it is on the same position.

6.4 Ceiling Mount CT20/CT40/ C50 (Ceiling Mount Tower Unit Only)

You can find the identification label for CT20/CT40/ C50 on the bottom of the swing arm housing.
6.5 Ceiling Mount Proveo 8 CT42 (Ceiling Mount Unit Only)

You can find the identification label on right side of the tower unit.

6.6 OH4/OH5/OH6/ARveo/ARveo 8 (Stand Only)

You can find the Leica identification label on the right bottom of the Mitaka stand. The Mitaka SN is behind the door on the left side.
6.7 Proveo/OHX (Stand Only)

You can find the identification label on the bottom right of the tower unit.